IT’S CHRISTMAS
Just a little different this year…

Experience is Everything
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Christmas cancelled? No chance.
”

Celebrating over the festive period may

So no need to venture out – we’ll

be a bit different this year. But there’s no

bring the party to your kitchen. We

need to cancel all plans. And perhaps we

know it’s not the same, but there are

need a bit of seasonal spirit and all that

many creative ways to bring some

involves more than ever.

festive fun to groups of all sizes, whether

Getting together with colleagues for
a Christmas lunch, dinner or party

it be a team cook-a-long, or a full-on
virtual party.

may be off the menu, but with a bit of
imagination we can help you celebrate,
connect, share and have some fun.
We just do it differently this year. We do
it digitally. Perhaps with some physical
bits thrown in – from food to fancy dress.

Or do it very differently - make a
day of it, or a week… or a month!
Have fun throughout December
with a Christmas Countdown.

s
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CHRISTMAS COCKTAILS

q

The virtual cocktail masterclasses are run
through a virtual meeting platform and are
entertaining, informative and lots of fun.
Participants will be guided through making the cocktails by one
of our charming and engaging mixologist presenters. We have
a range of deliciously simple Christmas cocktail recipes that
everyone can follow.
Once the cocktail menu has been decided, we send
Christmas themed gift boxes to each guest including all
ingredients, cocktail equipment (excluding glassware)
for the chosen cocktails.

user gift HOSTED
+ PACKS

UP TO
1 HOUR

10 +
PEOPLE

w

q
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CASINO NIGHT

Entertain your guests with casino
games such as Blackjack, Three-Card
Poker and Texas Hold Em’ Poker.
If playing with 5-14 participants, everyone will remain in the same
“room” for the game. If playing with more than this, we would
allocate multiple breakout rooms within the Zoom call so
everybody can get fully involved!
A professional croupier will give an initial briefing before
everyone takes their place at the table. Each digital
game table can be personalised with player name tags
and your company logo. The aim of the game is to
accumulate as many chips as you can during the
allocated time in order to be crowned the winner
– we hope you’re feeling competitive!

user gift HOSTED

1-2
HOURS

10 +
PEOPLE

s
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CHEESE & WINE TASTING

For this experience, we will
send participants tasting packs
in advance...
...including 6 x 100g portions of cheese and two ½ bottles of wine
(one red & one white). Each pack can be shared between 2
people, so this is a perfect activity if participants want a plus-1
to join. All your guests will need is a couple of wine glasses
and internet connection.
Once everyone has joined the video call, your guests
can sit back and sip, whilst being entertained and
educated by an expert sommelier. There is also the
option to add interactive elements into this tasting
experience such as games and quizzes for an
additional cost.

user gift HOSTED
+ PACKS

UP TO
1 HOUR

10 +
PEOPLE

q

q
w
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FESTIVE GIN TASTING

Send your employees or clients a festive gin tasting
pack to include branded glassware, crackers, gin
miniatures, tonic water and mist liquid garnish.
Participants will then meet online for this hosted experience.
Your host can cover: the history of gin, the unique craft process
required to create this award-winning gin, how the botanicals
add to flavour, how to make the perfect G&T, garnishing your
G&T as well as offering the opportunity to ‘ask the distiller’.
This unique package can also be combined with food
hamper and music for your very own ‘G&T Christmas
Party’!

user gift HOSTED
+ PACKS

UP TO
1 HOUR

10 +
PEOPLE

w

z
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FESTIVE BAKE A LONG

This bake a long activity is the perfect
way to get everyone celebrating the
upcoming Christmas holidays.

q

Choose from a selection of bakes – gingerbread stars for the tree,
chocolate and orange truffles or themed cupcakes.
Led by Michelin Star and Rosette experienced Chefs, this is a
virtual experience not to be missed! Participants will learn
tips and tricks from the trade by watching demonstrations
before having a go themselves with a fun competitive
twist.

user gift HOSTED
+ PACKS

w
60 - 120
MINS

20 +
PEOPLE
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CHOCOLATE MAKING

Sweeten up your teams
Christmas with a Michelin Star
trained Chef and presenter.
During this activity you will learn about the cocoa bean, how it
becomes a chocolate bar from a bean and get to experience a
professional Belgian chocolate making demonstration.
Learn how to make ganache, the art of tempering, dipping
and decorating techniques. And if you want there to be

q

s

a competitive element why not challenge participants
to make the most impressive looking chocolate box?
Event parcels will be delivered to their homes with
specialized ingredients and printed recipes to help
them along.

user gift HOSTED
+ PACKS

30 - 120
MINS

20 +
PEOPLE

w
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FESTIVE CANDLE MAKING

Participants can choose to
”
make one of two festiveinspired candles...
... either “St Paul’s at Christmas” or “Winter’s Walk on Hampstead
Heath” during this virtual masterclass. With blends of mandarin
and clove or fir, cedarwood and lemon these fragrances are
bound to get everyone in the mood for Christmas!
All materials required to make the chosen candle will be

q

s

sent as a kit prior to the session. Once online everyone
will have the opportunity to learn about fragrances
before using the essential oils to create their very
own soy wax candle. The perfect gift experience
for your team or clients!

user gift HOSTED
+ PACKS

30 - 120
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

w
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GINGERBREAD HOUSES

Get your team in the Christmas
spirit with this fun, virtual
themed corporate activity.
Facilitated by a professional chef, participants will learn new skills
during this creative session – constructing and decorating their
own gingerbread house!
This is a great way to bring everyone together virtually
for a memorable occasion. Event boxes will be sent to
participants ahead of time including ingredients, chef
hat and apron so everyone can look the part. Once
the houses have been created, we can add a bit of
competition with a
kitchen photo challenge judging the creativity of
everyone’s design!

user gift HOSTED
+ PACKS

1 - 2.5
HOURS

20 +
PEOPLE

s

q
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CULINARY GAMES

This fun, fast and competitive
activity is a real crowd pleaser packed with festive challenges!

q

With a focus on food the participants will be asked to go head to
head, taking part in a selection of creative tasks. From making
the perfect mince pie and chocolate snowballs to hand crafting
a sugar Santa you’ll quickly notice who is most skilled in the
kitchen…
But for those who need a bit more practice, they’ll
still have a chance to prove themselves during
the Christmas Quiz. Rounds include identifying
chocolates, brands and celebrity Chefs. This will
then lead onto the final photo challenge before
announcing the overall winner!

user gift HOSTED
+ PACKS

1 - 2.5
HOURS

20 +
PEOPLE

w

q
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FLAVOUR EXPLORER

Let us take you on a journey of
festive flavour discovery as we baffle
your taste buds and blow your senses.
From edible snow to sprout based experiments you’ll explore your
perfect festive flavour and discover whether you taste like a
reindeer.
Don your festive jumpers as we guide you through 20+
multi-sensory flavour experiments designed to muddle
your merry taste buds. Each experiment explores your
festive likes and dislikes. What does a chocolate
sprout taste like? Can you taste a virtual turkey? Are
you swavoury? Do you have a magic nose? What
flavour is yellow snow?

user gift HOSTED
+ PACKS

UP TO
1 HOUR

10 +
PEOPLE

w
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q
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FESTIVE ROCK OFF

Working with clients such as Rolls-Royce and
Hard Rock Cafe these world-class musicians will
put on an amazing show for your virtual event!
Delivered by a team of 4 including MC, producer and musicians
they will work with the group to write an original Christmas song.
This fast-paced, music-fuelled session will get everyone
energized and engaged. Alongside the song-writing, there
will be a Rock and Roll Game Show which can include
interactive performance challenges for anyone feeling
brave enough to step into the spotlight!
This can be combined with festive costumes and
cocktail making for a truly special occasion!

user gift HOSTED
+ PACKS

60 - 120
MINS

10 +
PEOPLE

w
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CHRISTMAS WREATH MAKING

What better way to get into the
Christmas spirit than to make your
own beautiful Christmas Wreath!
We’ll be using a wire base with artificial pines, and then decorating
it with pinecones, cinnamon sticks, dries oranges, artificial foliage
and ribbons.
Our expert florist will guide the group in making and
decorating their wreath, giving the opportunity to ask
questions and get creative along the way.
The kit includes a mulled wine spice mix which can
be make into a mulled wine or herbal tea to enjoy
during the session.

user gift HOSTED
+ PACKS

90 - 120
MINS

20 +
PEOPLE

s

w

q

q
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CHRISTMAS BAUBLE DECORATING

Learning to decorate your own
Christmas baubles is fun and
easy to do.
We provide everything you need to decorate your own set of 6
beautiful and customized baubles that will brighten up your tree
and make it stand out.

s

Guided by our expert artist you will be shown how to create
patterns and unique designed using a range of materials.
The kit includes a mulled
The kit includes a mulled wine spice mix which can
be make into a mulled wine or herbal tea to enjoy
during the session.

user gift HOSTED
+ PACKS

90 - 120
MINS

20 +
PEOPLE

qw

q
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RACE AROUND THE WORLD FESTIVE EDITION

Race Around the World is a unique
and interactive virtual team building
activity that challenges your team to
work their way around the globe!
Our Festive Edition of the game invites delegates to act as Santa and
his Elves delivering presents to children around the globe before
Christmas.
Teams complete festive-themed challenges to earn carrots
to help keep your reindeer flying the sleigh. They choose a
country and complete challenges related to that destination.
Teams engage in photo and video challenges, timed
questions and creative team challenges to win points
disguised as carrots.

user

HOSTED

1 - 1.5
HOURS

8+
PEOPLE

q
w
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CHRISTMAS BLOCKBUSTERS

Our Christmas BlockBuster challenges your
team to translate company business messages,
core values or brand in to a dynamic, exciting
and attention grabbing Christmas movie trailer.
After a briefing, teams of 3-5 people brainstorm their storyline
and work together to decide on a production style, develop
a storyboard for 6-10 scenes and choose that all important
soundtrack – Christmas classics are very welcome choices!
Participants capture their individual scenes on mobile devices
and upload them to our production crew. Editors will then
work with teams in real time to produce the eagerly
awaited Christmas movie trailers.

user

HOSTED

90 - 180
MINS

8+
PEOPLE
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SANTA GLOBERUNNER

Fun, festive and fast-paced entertainment.
Get your team together and ready to immerse
themselves into the magic of Christmas with
our Santa themed globe trotting experience!
Teams will compete in as many festive themed challenges as
possible. Guided by our world map, teams will visit various
countries and carry out a variety of engaging and interactive
challenges with a Christmas twist.
Will you be creating an origami Christmas Tree in China,
showing off your best ice skating skills in Central Park
or going all out with your rendition of 12 Days of
Christmas while in England?

user

HOSTED

60 - 90
MINS

8+
PEOPLE

q
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THE BIG CHRISTMAS QUIZ

Our Big Christmas Quiz Live is the
perfect way to bring your remote working
teams together this festive season.
Your Christmas Gameshow Host will compere a fun, fast-paced,
energetic and competitive virtual event to entertain and engage
with your team.
With a variety of fantastic Christmas quiz rounds and fun
virtual challenges to choose from, and the ability for players
to compete as individuals or teams, the Big Christmas
Quiz Live is a fantastic way to energise and engage your
remote working teams this festive season.

user

HOSTED

60 - 120
MINS

8+
PEOPLE

q

VIRTUAL RACE NIGHT

Place your virtual bets and cheer on your
pick of the horses for all you’re worth
in our fun-filled, unique and highly
engaging festive Virtual Race Night.
Using our exclusive Virtual Race Night online platform, your remote
workers can come together online, forming mini-teams to place
their bets
on a series of exciting flat and jump races streamed online.
And why not get dressed up for the big occasion –
Christmas hats and jumpers at the ready!

user

HOSTED

60 - 90
MINS

8+
PEOPLE

q
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ENTERTAINMENT

Here are a few ideas to get the
Christmas party started:
DJ/Host – they can MC as well as

Virtual Cabaret – e.g. musicians,

Talent Show – your own people

provide the musical backdrop

magicians, comedians, spontaneous

provide the entertainment…with

Requests submitted pre and during

poet!

audience voting!

Host games and offer prizes – an

Live Music – perhaps a sing-a-long

event
Vote for short-listed tracks

incentive to keep listening (e.g. when or even a Christmas Karaoke

VJ (Video DJ) – add visuals to

certain song played or link the 3

the music experience e.g. mix in

songs in a row)

company images/VT to look back
at the year or see what people have
been up to during lockdown

Games – greatest gameshows,
musical bingo, parlour games (all
together, pick out individuals, or as
smaller groups in breakout rooms)

Dance Leader – get everyone

q

involved in some movement and/or
dancing

Virtual Photobooth - on mobile or
via a webpage

w

q

q
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DOING IT DIGITALLY

We can design your festive event
from start to finish. Here’s a sample
event to give you a flavour…
19:00

Arrival drinks

19:45

Dinner

After being greeted by the event host,

Again in breakouts (same groups, or

guests mix and mingle in small groups

mixed up to encourage wider socialising),

within online breakout rooms

guests mix over the virtual dinner table

19:15

Mixology Masterclass

21:15

s
Entertainment

DJ plays requests

while music plays in the background;

with comments which have been

dinner ingredients from a pre-selected

submitted pre-event

menu could be delivered pre-event to

w

Guests dig into the boxes dispatched

guests for them to prepare in advance –

to their home pre-event and take on

or if going simple, send out a voucher for

the task of creating a cocktail under the

an Uber-Eats!

guidance of a Mixologist

20:45

22:00

Wrap Up
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Really enjoyed it...
It was great, I can't believe how
everyone went from being cool to
ultra competitive in a second, so
good. Everyone really enjoyed it
and it worked perfectly for what we
trying to achieve with the team too
so thank you very much.

It was brilliant! ...
It was brilliant! I had great fun as
did the team. I loved the DJ and the
music he played and the host was
extremely funny.It all worked really
well. I even won 2 prizes!

For more info...
Simply connect with us, share
your thoughts and we’ll share
our ideas
MAKE AN ENQUIRY

